CATA!

CARRY-ON POLICY

In keeping with CATA’s goal to provide safe and enjoyable public transportation, the following are required of each passenger using CATA! Go! services. Violation of this policy may result in action ranging from a verbal warning to immediate removal from a CATA! vehicle.

1. Items brought on board by passengers must either be held on the passenger’s lap or sit on the floor at their feet.
2. Items may not block the aisle or door, including the lift area.
3. Items may not be left unattended at any time.
4. A passenger must maintain an adequate hold on all items to not pose a physical threat or harm to other passengers.
5. In the case of a vehicle that is not full, items may be placed in open areas. However, those items must be moved if additional passengers board who need said area. Any passenger who cannot or will not relocate items to their lap or on the floor at their feet will be required to exit the vehicle with the items.
6. Full-size bikes are not permitted inside the vehicle, unless they can either be folded or maintained in the same manner as described above.
7. Vehicle operators will not load or monitor passengers’ items.
8. ADA Mobility Devices will be secured according to CATA’s securement procedures.
9. All Department of Transportation specified hazardous materials are prohibited, including gasoline and batteries.
10. Service animals are permitted on the vehicle. Non-service animals are permitted only if properly muzzled or contained in a pet carrier.
11. Weapons for which a passenger has a carry permit must remain concealed. Weapons for which a passenger does not have a carry permit are prohibited.
12. No items will be permitted that cause disruption or pose a threat to safe vehicle operation.
13. CATA is not responsible for stolen, damaged, or lost items.
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